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Hebrew is typologically classified as tense-prominent (Bhat 1999:151) with pa'al and yif'al indicating 
absolute past and absolute future, respectively. However, it also exhibits relative tenses: an anterior that 
encodes a temporal upper-bound and a posterior that encodes a temporal lower-bound. Usage-based 
research suggests that these relative tenses may have prompted the ongoing grammaticalization of 
Hebrew's perfects, as I will show here. 

 
The Past Posterior 
The verb yagi'a in (1) refers to an absolute past event. However, it uses non-past morphology to express 
relative future: 

 
(1) marshi xika im a hanircax ad sheambulans yagi'a (Channel 2 news, June 2012) 

'My client waited with the murder victim until an ambulance arrived [lit. will arrive]' 
 

A past posterior is represented as an event E subsequent to the reference time R. S is the time of speech 
(Reichenbach 1947). Thus, (1) is represented on a timeline as follows: 

 
         waiting for an ambulance    the ambulance's arrival 
 ---R---------------------------------E--------------------------S----> 
 

The Future Posterior 

A future posterior is represented as an R-E sequence on the right side of S. In (2) the rare use of the 
English future tense in a conditional clause indicates posteriority: 

 

(2) In a couple of months I'll know if he will make it as a work dog (thedo.do/1LyP0n9)  
 

In Hebrew, future posteriors are formed similarly by a sequence of yif'al: 
 

(3) ha'ax hagadol yodi'a lanu hayom mi ya'azov et habayit maxar 
'The big brother will announce today who will leave the house tomorrow' 
 
            big brother's announcement    houseguest's leaving 
 S----R-------------------------------------E-------------------------> 
 
  



The Future Anterior 
Anteriors are characterized by the sequence E-R. In certain constructions,  pa'al may denote  future 
anteriority (rather than absolute past). Consider: 

 
(4) lifney cetxem na vad'u ki lo shaxaxtem [sic] xefec kolsheu (Jerusalem light rail) 

'Before leaving the train, please make sure that you don't leave anything behind' 
 

shaxaxtem refers to a future event that precedes the passenger's alighting. As such, it expresses relative 
past (E-R) and absolute future (S-E) at once: 
 

        leaving an item on board   alighting from the train 
S----E--------------------------------R-----------------------------> 
 

The Significance of Relative Tenses 
I argue that future anteriors such as (4) in which pa'al refers to a future event with an upper-bound may 
be the source from which the free resultative (5), the military imperative (6) and the new cohortative (7) 
have evolved: 

 
 ).2013. (אתר סלקום, יולי 300  חסכת. 900המחיר אצלנו:  )5(

'our price: 900. Your saving [will be] (lit. you saved): 300'  
 פה אחרי הקשב! והייתםאת העץ  הקפתםשלושים שניות  )6(

'encircle (lit. you encircled) the tree and return (lit. you returned)... in 30 seconds' 
 )2012? (פרסומות של נטויז'ן, ינואר היינו )7(

'Let's get out of here! (lit. were we [here]?) ' 
 

Examples (5-7) share a common trait, namely an E-R sequence, or a perfect aspect (Comrie, 1976: 53), 
on the right side of S. I therefore argue that relative tenses may be the "missing link" in the 
grammaticalization of what seems as new perfect constructions in Hebrew. 
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